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NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT

FULTON, KENTUCKY.FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1948

VOLUME SEVENTEEN
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Mr. and Mrs. Bud Savory ef
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
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4
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said
stock is run after being iidden
.50
.
month
its line; thence west to the
or roped.
the base rate area, each main station
of
line
miles
east
the
of
Illinois
Censeven
Beyond
Chaps-Leather leggins.
.75
tral Railroad right-of-way
per month
Chouse--To run cattle too faSt.
(New Tards); thence southDiscounts
Crow-Hop--Ineffectual
buckerly and along the east line
not sub.ng.
All charges for telephone service are net charges and
of said railroad right-of-way
Dog Fall-Putting a steer down
discounts.
to
ject
to the north line of State
in bulldogging, with his feet
Concessions
Line Street; thence east and
under him or pointing the. wrong
churches
A concession of 25% from the regular rate is allowed
along the north line of State
way.
Line Street to the present
institutions under provisions of applicable tariffs
charitable
and
Eating Dirt--Being
thrown
City Limits line; thence
Servie,e Connection Charges-Mieves and Changes
from bronc or bull.
northerly and along the presExchange Grouping
Fort a Horse--to ride.
ent City Limits and with
Company Stations Basis
Go From Here--To get away
the meanderings thereof to
quickly.
A telephone ring is exciting! You never
the point of beginning."
Hazer-Cowboy who rides aknow what's waiting at the other end. That's
Section
2. This
ordinance Service Connection Charges
longside a steer to keep it runOver
50010shall he in full force and effect
why it's important to answer calls promptly.
ning straight for the bulldogger.
10000
10000
5000
on and after its passage, apHeeling-to
rope
the
heels of
It's also important when you're doing the calling,
proval and publication in one isa steer in team tying.
sue each week for three conseto allow a minute for your party to reach the
Hoggin. String-Short
(a) Instrumentalities Not in Place
rope
cutive weeks in the Fulton Coun$5.00
$3.50
used
tie
to
of
legs
calves
Bus. Main Sta, or PBX Trunk, each $3.00
or
telephone. It's two-way telephone consideration
ty News, a newspaper published
2.25
2.00
steers in roping.
Bus. Ext. Sta. or PBX Stations, each 1.75
said
in
city.
3.50
that means better service all around.
3.00
Hog Tie-To tie an animal by
Res. Main Sta. or PBX Trunk, each 2.50
Section 3. Following the pubthree legs.
2.00
1.75
Res. Ext. Sta. or PBX Station, each 1.50
lication, as set forth in Section
Hoolihan-fn bulldogging, to
2 above, a petition shall be filed (b) Instrumentalities in Place
land too far forward on steer's
in the Circuit Court of Felton
For entire service or any instrument
head, causing hirn to somersault.
Allow about a missal,
County in the nanke and on beutilaed--for the reconnection of PBX
John
.
hat
-A
B.
Stetson
fOr your party to assswer
half of the city for the anritxa2.00
1.75
1.50
stations, each station,
Knot Head-An inferior bronc. tion of
the property described
Exchange Grouping
Pick-up Man-One who takes in
Section 1 above. and as proCompany Station Basis
rider off bronc after ride is fin-,
vided in Section 81.210 Kentucky
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
ished. •
Revised Statutes.
SteCORPOR4rim
Over
5000
Pulling Leather-Taking hold
0-Se.:tion 4.- Notice of the filing
of the saddle while riding a of the
10000
10000
5000
petition, as set forth in
bronc,
Section 3 above, shall be given Moves and Changes
Sorry-Poor. (A sorry horse, a in the same manner as notice of
For moving a telephone set from one
sorry ride, etc.)
.• the adoption of this ordinance
location to another on same premises,
Sunfish-To twist a bronc's as set forth in Section above.
each main station, extension station
body so that the sun strikes his
Section 5. All ordinances to,.
$2.00
$1.75
$1.50
belly.
or PBX station
oarts of ordinances in conflict
2.03
1.75
1.50
Taking up a Claim-Being herewith are as to such conflict
For changes in type or style of set
trown from bronc or bull
Toil Terminals, Monthly Rate
hereby expressly repealed.
Section 6. If any clause. sent.
At exchanges where this service is offered:
Schedule 3
ence, part, paragraph or Section
Schedule 2
Schedule 1
PERSONALS
hereof is invalid, then such in$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
Mrs. Bob White is a patient in validity shall not affect the reLines, Monthly Rate
Auxiliary
the FulWn Hospital.
maining portions hereof.
At exchanges where this service is offered:
Adopted 28th day of June, 1943.
Schedule 4
Schedule 3
Schedule 2
Schedule 1
Mrs. M. 1. loulton is in,provApproved 28th day of Juno
$4.50
55.00
ng after a weeks illness.
56.00
1948.
$9.00
--T. T. BOAZ
Service Stations
Airs. Bob Naifeh of Norman.
Mayor Class A: Each line, minimum monthly rate
Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Okla.. arrived Tuesday to visit Attest: Martha Smith
Each station minimum monthly rate 1-6th Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
her brother. Foad Homra and
City Clerk
Twice Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Class C: Each line
Airs. Homra and other ielativcs.
(2-9-161
Extension Stations, 3lonthly Rate
$1.50
Business, flat or message rate, each
1.00
, each
Residence, flat rate
Above rates apply in connection with Alain Line Service
. Wiring Plans and Miscellaneous Equipment and Services
Increases in monthly rate and-lor. installation charge rangin4
from $.05 to $5.00 apply in connection with these services and
e siderall tires avarloble at extra cost.
'
Whit
........
equipment depending upon the type and size of the item.
Deep, wide seats, with plenty of
Private Branch Exchange Service
hip ond elbow room for 3 BIG
Trunk Lines:
people. Front seat 57', rear seat
Flat rate, each per month:
a fell 60' wide!
1-1Z Ind. Line Flat Rate
Bothway
Ind. Line Flat Rate
Inward
with hotel and
connection
Message rate, bothway only, in
allowance promessage
(Existing
Ford
'49
service
the
seen
house
haven't
you
If
apartment
GROUND UP"
"NEW FROAI
visions and excess message charges remain unchanged):
on person we know you're missing
At Louisville, Frankfort, Owensboro and Paducah:
NEW safe, strong hex-section home a real thrill! It's new, from roof
.. Ind. Line Msg. RateFirst Trunk each per month
to road, from bumper to
NEW "Hydra-Coil" front Springs
Ind. Line Aisg. Rate
Additional each per month
bumper, with features you've
•
exchanges:
NEW "Paro-Flex" Rear Springs
At all other
long, long
been looking for
0.50
First trunk each per month
time.
NEW "Deep Breath" Manifolding
$2.75
It's the finest Ford re dealers
Additional, each per month
NEW Top-Side distribmor mown
hove ever sold, and when you
Switchboards and Associated Equipment:
see it, you'll ogree with us that
Increases in monthly rate ranging from $.25 to $11.00 apply
NEW Imbrication System
in connection with this equipment depending upon type
it's "The Car of the Year".
NEW "Eqoo-Flow" Cooling
and size of switchboard and associated equipments.
Tbet '49 Ford h here in our
NEW Overdrive, optional at extra
showroom. You ow* it to yoursolf
Intrastate Message Toll Service
cost
to come and see it.
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be
Here, we do shirts as you like 'em. Collars and
increased five cents ($0.05) on most calls over 72 miles and on some
ceffs ,are starched just enough - and ironed
calls less than 18 miles. Initial period station-to-station night and
•••
Sunday rates will be increased five cents ($0.05), ten cents ($0.10).
to perfection. And our careful laundering metor fifteen cents ($0.15) on calls over 72 miles, the majority of the
You *oval in the level
That "Lifeguord" body
increases being ten cents ($0.10), and increases of five cents ($0.05)
hod safeguard fabrics. Lengthen the life of your
censor soction of Ford's
and frame struchme is
will be made on some c:alls of less than 18 miles.
"Lounge Car" Inferior
59%stronger for safety.
.sse,
shirts - improve their appearance-call 14 toInitial period rates for most person-to-person toll calls over
-44111,„
erh•r• th• going's
Lower too,with a"dreanv
ten miles will be increased by either five cents ($0.05), ten cents
sinoothest1
day.
we silhouette!
($0.10), or fifteen cents $(0.15).
The amount of the increase in rates for overtime periods will
not be more than five cents $(0.05).
Initial period rates will be for four minutes of overtime for
station-to-station calls of ten miles or less, and for three minutes
for all other calls_ Overtime. patiod rates will be for two minutes of
overtime for station-to-station calls of fourteen miles or less, and
Mayfield Highway, Fulton
for one minute for all other calls.

RODEO JARGON
EXPLAINED BY
FAIR OFFICER

BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, INC
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Miss Latane;
Aiy husband is star
new business venture
failure
a success or a
Dear A.L.J.
Yirs. it will be succ
worl
he will have to
make it that way, an,
going to have to help.
Miss Latane;
I have been readini
umn. I am very inter
I would like to have
vise. Will I marry thi
going with or will
where I am. If I mart
- will he be good to-te
I be happy? Could yol
rny ex-husband will
me. He has been marl

Deo.- S.M1I.L.
No, you will not mar
' stay where you are,
ex-husband will not ri
happy where he now
his wife.

Dea: Miss Latane:
DJ you think my
imcrove any time soc
think I will be bett
with my work or in
What, do you see in
for me?
Dear S.E.L.
Yes, your health wi
I think if you would
elsewhere and someth
joyed doing you v..o
ha7.7pier. At the preser
eMoy your work be,
don't like it. Y.:Sti will
- very shortly, and I in
in the next three mo
think after this thy
have a better outlook
ymirself.
----Dear Miss Latane;
Thank you for you
ths paper. I always lc
to A. Where is the g
!II 7. St wrecked my
ye.ars ago and does r
sti:1 love her? Will
baMt to work if so
%Via my husband and
to :ive together? Will
on a visit this year?
w.:1 my brother marr!

Dear S. T. G.
The girl you are t
is happly married an
Flint. Mich. As for yo
be:ng in love with t
wasn't and isn't now
can't help but think
cause you are always
h.e: to him Stop this
to :ive with your huS
in love with you, by
him and had a wife i
as much as you do, 1
tl7e laving. Gt out of
w.II find him with so
. you won't g0 %VS'
N,
brether will not
yen. but will marry
w‘rt of 1441).

M.Fs Latane:
I have been readin
un-.ri and I think it is
I v-ould like to know ;
married again or is t
th:ng better in the fill
chAdren and myself.
for an answe
lot;'.-zing.

DeLr C. D. T.
You have had a hai
ya..:.r worried mind
ease in February of
met a man who

FOR COM I
SATISFACTIOI

PITTSBU
PAIN
BECAUSE T

LOO
BETT
LONG

You Getthe NewNid Ship'Rde

srA

Oft

Huddleston Motor Company
Your Delighted Ford Dealers-,

J S I.A N
P
Laundry & Cleaners

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., Inc.
J. M. McAlister,
Kentucky Manager

There's nothilta liki
Paints for outs.de prole
side cheerfuLlese.
?C' money and worry by
Pittsburgh Paints. Com
all your home paintinr

•

FULTON PAI
GLASS CC
210 CHURCH
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•••••••••• bout 7 years older than you and
.66.6.6•••••••••••
he is rich. You will met hirit
HEARTS and FLOWERS
through one of your children and
By
vou will fall in love with this
man and he will yo....tand
you
\vill marry inay 1944.
Latane;
I do not live in F.ilt
alth.. I
read your column as we take the
Latane;
iaper and I enjoy it a lot. Will
Misstarting on a vc.My husband is
please answer my questions
venture will it be Will I ever find
business
new
rnv watch? Did
ALJ
failure
a
or
success
T.
lose
it, did someone get it? Will
a
A.L.J.
Dear
successful, bui
Yes. it will be
work hard to
to
have
will
he
you are
make it that way, and
going to have to help.
---

PATRICIA LATHE

Miss Latane;
colI have been reading your
umn. I am very interested in A.
I vvould like to have some advise. Will I marry the man I'm
going with or will I remain
where I am. If I marry this man
wtH he be good to-me arid will
I be happy? Could you tell me if
my ex-husband will return to
me. He has been married a year
S.M.I,

we ever live in Fulton? If so,
when will we ever own a home?
Am I in bad health? Will we live
where we are another year? If
not where will we live.
B. C. M.
Dear B. C. M.
No you will never find your
watch. you lost your watch. No
you will nev'tr live in Fulton.
Yes, you will own a
but
not the kind you would like to

have. No, you aren't in bed
health. Yes. you win remain
where you are now living for
several years.
Miss Latane;
What happened to my mother's
)in? Does my girl friend B. S. care
anything about me or would she
run around with some other if
she could? Can I trust her? Does
she still like G. P. or did she ever? Will I go anywhere this

Christmas?
K. p,
Dear K. P.
The only thing I can read and
tell you about is your name, as
that's the only part of the letter
that you wrote. Send me a copy
of your mother's handwriting
and I will tell you where her pin
is. No, this girl doesn't care anything about you. She is in love
with anyone that comes along
with a pair of pants on. No, she

Page 3
isn't the trusting kind. She didn't
care anymore for G. P. than she
does you. Yes, you will take a
trip this Christmas.
Miss Latane;
Does my husband really love
me or does he just put on a act?
Will I have an operation soon and
will it be very successful. Will
I always be very blue and dissatisfied as I am now? Would it
be best for us to go out of bus -

iness now or wait until Our lease
runs out.' Will we be here next
year? Will I have any more
children.
0.M J.
Dear 0.M.J.
Stop feeling sorry for yourself.
Yes your husband loves you, but
if you don't stop pitying yourself
and take a little more interest
you won't have him long. Can't
see the operation. Write me when
you feel better.
(Continued on page nine)

Starts Friday, July 9: McDADE Furniture Company's

Del: S.M.L.
No, you will not marry you will
' stay where you are. No, your
ex-husband will not return. He is
happy where he now is and with
his wife.
Miss Latane;
Da you think my health will
imi:rove any time soon? Do you
think I will be better satisfied
with my work or In other work.
What. do you see in this fuoire
S.E.L.
for me?
Dear .S.E.L.
improve.
Yes, your health will
I think if you would find v.'ork
elsewhere and something you enjoyed doing you would be lot
haepier. At the present you don't
err'oy your work because youi
don't like it. YcSu will take a trip!
very shortly. and I mean by thati
in the next three months. and II
think after this trip you will!
have a better outlook on life and
yiyarself.

Across The Board Reductions! Everything
FREE DELIVERY -

Here is just a PARTIAL LIST of what we mean by 'Everything'
Here Are A Few Sample Bargains:
2-pc Green velour SOFA BED SUITE: Reg.
$146.95
SALE PRICE
price S176.50;
2-pc Blue Angora Mohair Suite with mahogany
ityle; Reg. Price $214.50
trim; kidney,
SALE PRICE $179.50
Studio Couch, folds out into double bed: innerspring construction; red and tais plaid; Reg$69.56
SALE PRICE
Price $146.75
2-pc blue wool frieze suite with the near
"Flessteel" construction; Reg. Price $246.75;
SALE PRICE $189.95
2-pc wine frieze suite, wood trim; Reg Price
$131.50
,
SALE PRICE

ant 50;

2-pc blue velour sofa bed suite; Reg Price
SALE PRICE $99.95
$137.95

.11111110)
•
I LFIDO
)

SEN PROOf

9

There's nothikg like Pittsburgh
Points tor outsid• protection and in*
side. cheerfulness. _You'll so,
money and worry by insisting on
Pitteburgh Paints. Come to us fa(
all your home painting need..

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
216 CHURCH ST.

SALE! SALEI SALE!
SALE! SALE! SA

FIVE floral -tapestry DUNCAN PHYFE SO.
FAS, mahogany frame; Reg $166.95
SALE PRICE $139.25

BREAKFAST and DINING SETS
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS:
TUBULAR CHROME porcelain-top table
with refectory-type pull-out extensions:
4matching chairs with red leatherette
seats and backs, Reg. Price $74.50;
SALE PRICE $59.95
TUBULAR CHRON1E solid blue scratchproof porcelain top table with pull-out
extensions; 4 matching chairs with blue
leatherette seats and backs; Reg. S84.75;
SALE PRICE $69.50
TUBULAR CHROME porcelain-top table
with floral patterns and pull-out ex.
tensions; matching chairs with red leath
erette seats and backs, Reg. $68.95;
SALE PRICE $54.50
TUBULAR CHROME legs wood top in
ivory oak finish with extension leaf:
matching chairs with 2-tone leatherette
seats and backs; Reg Price $58.25;
SALE PRICE $48.25
WHITE ALL-METAL table with extension leaf, chrome trim, tubular legs; matching steel chairs; Reg. Price $73.95;
SALE PRICE $59.95
OPEN STOCK MAPLE DINETTES;
Solid maple table with pull-out extensions. 4 matching chairs; Reg. Price $74.95
SALE PRICE $63.95
SOLID maple drop.teaf table, 4 matching
chairs; Reg. Price $86.50;
SALE PRICE $71.54

Here Are A Few Sample Bargains:

BETTER
LONGER!

SALE! SALE!

2-pc beige floral pattern tapestry sofa-bed
suite. wood trim; Reg. Price $153.25
SALE PRICE $127.54

FOR COMPLET
SATISFACTION-

LOOK

ALL TABLES
ALL MIRROFtS
ALL PICTURES
ALL LAMPS ALL CEDAR CHESTS ALL RADIOS
ALL PORTABLE WASHING MACHINES
ALL CHILDREN'S FURNITURE
ALL ODD CHAIRS
ALL THROW RUGS
ALL 9x12 WOOL RUGS
'ALL PLATFORMItOdiCERS
ALL DESKS
ALL PULL-UP CHAIRS
ALL BOOK CASES
ALL LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM AND DINETTE SUITES
ALL SIZES OF ELECTRIC FANS

2-pc dark wine velour suite; Reg. Price S179.93
SALE PRICE S129.95

Latane;
I have been reading your c:,1
ur.-.ft and I think it is wonderfulv.-ould like to know if I will get
'
married again or is there somethrig better in the future for my
..:hiidren and myself. I will be
lo.-king,for an answer won.
C. D T.
'Dna* C. D. T.
You have had a hard time but
worried mind vvill be at
ease in February of 1949. You
w;;.1 met a man who will be a-

BECAUSE THEY

(Except Appliances/

Here it is, folks: A good, old-fashioned furniture sale with
markdown on not just a small sellected grouping
not
just one style ... not just a few slow movers... but EVERY
PIECE OF FURNITURE IN THE HOUSE. SELECT THE
PIECES YOU WANT .. THE STYLE YOU WANT.IT'S ALL
REDUCED TO SAVE YOU MONEY.

Dear Miss Latane;
Thank you for your advise in
th.s paper. I always look forWard
to A. Where is the girl who atm St wrecked my home two
years ago and does my husband
sti:1 love her? Will I ever go
ha.* to work if so how soon?
Wi:1 my husband and I continue
to :ive together? Will I go West
on a visit this year^ If so when
my brother marry this year?
S. T. G.
Dear S. T. G.
The girl you are referring to
Is happly married and living in
Flint. Mich. As for your husband
befrig in love with this girl he
wasn't and isn't now. but he
.-an't help but think of her becat:se you are always mentioning
he:- to him Stop this if you wan.
to :ive with your husband. He i;
in love with you, but if I were
him and had a wife who nagged
as much as you do. I would
laving. Gt out of this or
w.11 find him with someone
. you won't go west on a visit
N,
Yc.ir brother will not marry th:
ye; r but will marry the earl.
aart of 1849.

PITTSBURGH
PAINTS

Included

4-pc uaterfall walnut suite; poster bed, vanity,
chest. bench Reg. S229.95 Sale Price $179.511.
4-pc poster bed suite. large oval mirror on
SALE PRICE $129.95
vani0: Reg. $159.95;
3-pc viaterfall walnut suite, poster becl, Isige
oval mirror on vanity; Reg. Price $179.95.
SALE PRICE $149.50
5-pc solid -.vood. mahogany-finish suite; includes poster bed, chest, vanity, bench night
table; Reg. Price $240.95 SALE PRICE $149.50
4-pc MASSIVE waterfall walnut finish suite;
huge-mirrored vanity; Reg. Price S299.95
.
SALE PRICE $255
MAHOGANY
nationally-advertised
4-pc
"White" suite; poster bed, 5-drawer chest 7drawer vanity, bench; Reg. Price $293.95 .
SALE PRICE $245
I-pc oval-mirrored vanity, poster bed suite;
Reg Price $149.50;
.SALE PRICE $119.95
3-pc Walnut finish suite; Reg. Price $99.95;
SALE PRICE $75.00
5-pc NATIONALLY ADVERTISED "WHEELER" SOLID WALNUT SUITE with poster bed;
Reg. Price $359.95;
SALE PRICE $310.00.

-

SOLID maple china or corner cabinets;
Sale Price $49.95
Reg. Price $59.95
SOLID maple buffet; reg. price
69 95;
SALE PRICE $58.511

McDade Furniture Co."Vrer Fulton,Ky.

Frich

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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PERSONALS
oma ••
Mrs. J. C. Brann of Oklah
her
City, Okla., is the guest of
and
sister, _Mrs. Norman Terry
other relatives.
--Mrs. Nell Dodson of Nashville
visited Mrs. J. C. Yates Tuesday.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Alf Hornbeak and
Mrs. J, C. Yates visited in Union
City Monday night.

;;;31
• ti

Friday, July 9, 1948

•
Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bank

Mrs. Carroll Johnson who. has
been a Talent in the Fulton Hospital has been dismissed and is
doing nicely at her home on West
street.

SEE THE JOHN DEERE EXHIBIT AT THE R. E. C. C.
APPLIANCE SHOW AT CAYCE JULY 17 ---

CAP1TO
COMMENTS
By David M. Portet

Gordon Baird remains ill
Vocgli has returned from' Mrs.
V.
dent. My belief is that it may bet
at H home on Second street.
Dam.
ick
Pickw
to
trip
g
fishin
a dark horse like Jim Farley from a
New York or someone from the !
far West. In any national elei
tion the Democratic party does
not have to consider the.South
for electorial vote's as they believe they will go Demmmatle
una matter of course. This is
little
fortunate as there is
being
chance of a Southerner
are
elected president. They still
a
a power in Congress and •Senat
itowever, as they vote almost as
a unit. I don't think the rift of
a civil rights question Will turn
them ,to the Republican party.
Bob Hensley, the assiatant camL, PROTECTION
of
THIS DOESN'T GIVE FUL
paign manager and secretary
job of your firemen is
The
will
nts,
Cleme
Governor Earle
camhis
in
nan
Chapt
assist Virgil
to protect you. But they
paign headquarters in Louisvilla
:
can't prevent fires, and
Bo'o is well liked, d good °ream
er, and popular with all faCC1(
their good work sometimes
of the party.
:ain't prevent great loss.

by David al. Porter
Mr, Porter's vieu s and
personalities in the follow Mg article are his own and
ot neceSsarily those of the
Your only FULL protection
ulton County NeWS. . --aa.
is fire insurance to Om
the eds.
It is unfortunate that in the
FULL value of your propearly months of Gov. Earle Clem-i
!la mits reign a primary is being ' Higher feed costs is anra...
held that instead of making the challenge to succeasful pcula
administration strong and united raiging, but 4-H Club imam(
•
Is likely to split the Democratic taking part in the 15rojeat
INSURANCE AGENCY
party wide open and assure the itteetind this problem by
. FULTON
Liection of a Republican Senator care of flock and the keeping la
!slain
•
and Will have some effect on the- quality producing bir,dsa
people
'PreaidentiaI "race. Many
One major aibjective of the 4-14
have said many things about ers taking part in the 1948 N.
ads
friend
his
t
Earle Clements:
tional 4-H Poultry Achievemen
mire and love him,'his enemies • program is to find the place of
say
aan
one
no
;
the
but
respect hint,
poultry in the 'economy of
that he has ever broken a promise general farm. To do this, they !
and he promised to back Chap- study scientific developments in
man for the Senate.
poultry production and demonS"
'
1.1
Virgil Chapman is running,for stration of nev.• findings to their
His
.
e
Senat
the United States
.
flocks
y
poultr
own
s
cnief opponent in the primary
This year, Dearborn Motor
will be John Y. Brown. Virgil Corp. furnishes awards far outthe
for
n
essma
has been Congr
am
standing records in tne progr
Sixth District for twenty-two .vhich include medals af honor
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carries weight.
With Henry Ward, an experienced newspaperman, as Conservation Commissioner, Kentucky's tourist attractions should
be publicized better than ever
before. I'd recommend that Commissioner Ward take a four-day
trip over main roads through a
dozen or more eastern counties,
if he has not done it already. He
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Withers. And, to reacli higher up
B. L. Austin on Vine street.
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in authority, Governo: Clements
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the guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., and Mr.
and Mrs P• H. Binford•

START YOUR LATE FRYERS NOW!

BABY
CHICKS

OCTANE-TAILORED
For best mileage, you want the best gas. GULF
gas is octane-tailored to your Summertime
driving in the Mid-South. Our gas, like our service, is top-notch.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

ARE STILL AVAILABLE

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

ffitches -Off Month- and Wednesdays
We Will Be Hatching Thru July.

• FULTON HATCHERY

POLSGROVE
MAYFLELD HIGHWAY

State Line St. Phone 483 Fulton
"Chicks With a Personality"
FULTON, KY.
!tliili::1!il,1'1211!!'1111111111111100111111111111111111'Llillel

'

this PHEW Home Freezer
Loaded With Frozen Food

k

AND OTHER PRIZES INCLUDING:

ee sa e

PRESSURE COOKERS

R. M. KIRKLAND

BROILERS

FANS

TOASTERS

LAMPS

IRONS

ROASTERS
CLOCKS

WILL BE GIVEN TO LUCKY MEMBERS ATTENDING -

Annual Membership Meeting at the Cayce (Kentucky)
High School --- SATURDAY JULY 17
YOUR FURNITURE DOLLAR BUYS MORE
In these days of so-called 40-cent dollars, talce a
look at what your dollar buys when you spend it

Entertainment

REGISTRATION BEGINS

By The

AT 10:00 A. M.

FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
BAND

lars' worth for every bill. Whettter you are seeking

For The
BUSINESS MEETING

Farm and the Home

2:00 P. M.

for FURNFPURE at the EXCHANGE FURNITURE
COVPANY. We give you a good old-fashioned dol-

Exhibits of Electrical Equipment

-- FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ON THE GROUNDS --

fine, solid woods or economical pieces, make EXCHANGE your first stop. All we ask is an oppo'rtuni• ty to show you our modest prices.

Exchange Furniture Co.
287 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35

COUNTIES' RURAL ELECTRIC Co-Op -Corp.
"Your Electric Co,Operative"

HICKMAN-FULTON

Friday, July 9;1948
UNION COMMUNITY

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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FULTON HOWE & FURNITURE CO.
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Authorized Dealer in Fulton:

WEST KENTUCKY AUTO STORE
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202 Lake Street
•4

Phone

NOW 35.00
NOW z9.95
NOW 19.95
_ NOW 16.95
NOW 14.95
NOW 12.95
-.. NOW 10.95
NOW 8.95
NOW 7.95
10.00
One Rack Dresses- 5.00 and
Hats - 5.00 and 1.95
BLOUSES REDUCED.
--- CASH --ALL SALES FINAL

No Reftulds

No Returns

CLARICE SHOP
300-Main Street

ROTARY
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Witk Art Rotary honer
101•1q- in. iron;ng•sho•
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controls
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hid folding end cheiree
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Never before could you gei such iron=
ing speed and imning comfort from
one automatic rotary ironer. The extralarge 3o-inch roll turns out work so
quickly that you're finished in no timer
at all. _lust think-in one ironer you
get 195 square inchc-s of koning-chwt
surface! jnough for any ironing job.
As for ironing comfort, look at the
handy cont.."' lever, the two-speed control, and the wide end shelvee whisks
provide ironing comfort thii • big
ironing job dernands.
Try It Just Oneel Come 41 ask to
see it. Ask to try it? YosOl•convince
yourself that for real ironing speed
•nd ironing comfOr4 ytm can't beat
the General Electric De Luxe Rotel,
Ironer. It's "tops- In rotary inining.

GENERAL • ft.>,ELECTRIC
WASHERS • DRYERS • IRONilti,

Phone 265

FULTON HOWE & FURNITIME;(0.
208 Lake St.
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not consist Of any news
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304 Main
am not in Fulton.
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217 Main Street
' I found a paper in my cedar
!chest which was dated July 4,
paper is
, 1891. The name of the
the "St. Louis Chronicle," and
July 4 was on Saturday in 1891.
On the front paper, which was
printed red, white and blue was
this story:
Eighteen persons killed - in
frightful railroad disaster nee:
Clev•eland. Three sleeping coachA
is burned and many passengers
EXPERIENCED CLEANERSAVITH
cremated. The passenger train,
which was the "vestibule exNT.
PLA
NG
ANI
MODERN CLE
iaress" with eight coaches from
; Cincinnati to New York on the
We Clean all types of seed.
Pennsylvania and
,New York
10hio Railroad, was 48 minutes,
; late. The engineer was trying to i
remedy the fault in the engine I
when the fast freight was sight1
in the rear.
,ed
1 George Holman, the engineer
of the freight said to a reporter:
"I cannot see that I am-to blame. t
Oh. my God, if, I could have
stopped the train. But the rails
1.vere wet and the sand wouldn't
,
4)ktIVAuth
orized Dealers For
take.• I was not warned in time I
and could not see the lights onl
the rear of the passenger, owe-.1
ing to the darkness and fog.'
There were 23 injured. This was ;
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JULY ONLY
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BENNETI ELECTRIC

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOP

BENNETT ELECTRIC

SEED CLEANIN

I .0

GRINDING AND MIXING
Of ALL KINDS OF FEEDS

Why gamble on a dark horse
when the favorite is such a swell buy?

SURGE MILKING MACHINES

EVERYBODY'S POINTING TO

Wire Fencing
Fertilizers
Feeds
ys.
All kinds of insecticides and s_pra

4 'POORPRINT461WMPT*

DR T. M. REID

g*
Na

111.11MINIMIk

We BUY

Chiropractor

and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

City National Bank Bldg.
Fulton, Ky
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I'VE STEPPED UP TO THE ORIGINAL
,,----GR I E EDI ECK BROS;
BEER,T00!

/L-

,
(i

RANGES --- REFRIGERATORS
IRONERS --- FREEZERS
WATER HEATERS
DISH WASHERS --- WASHERS
KITCHEN CABINETS

FAMOUS WASHERS

$114.95 up
PHILCO
RADIOS --- REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

AND RCA RADIOS
PORTABLES --- CONSOLES
TABLE MODELS

CORY COFFEE BREWERS

F:LECTRIC FANS $4.95 UP
SUNBEAM --- HAMILTON BEACHDORMEYER, UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
MIXERS
Authorized
SEDIECK BROS. BEER
STEP UP TO GRIE
Beer Enjoyment!
Your
Up
. and Step
are Stepping tlp to

folksraround town
emooth,
with only
the Wonder Brewery,
only in St. Louis—in Always Light... Always Right!
ients.
Beer
the finest ingred
Ajlt fro Griesadieck Bros.
414ar_Pryl Slep
all tint:world,
iner
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s
dOdayl There'

how
, just notice
Bros.Beer.Brewed
taste-tem pti ng Griesedieck

PRESTO, MIRRO-MATIC CANNERS
MERTLAND WATER HEATERS
Dealer

BENNNIT ELECTRIC
FUL TON

217 MAIN ST.

PHONE 201
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Poe"-
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

6: ice A oil Cre ft ell

Notices and Political Cards
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks, Business
advertising department.
charged at the rates specified by
_
Fulton $2.00 a year. ElseSubscription ratei radius of 20 miles of
-here $2.50 a year.
28, 1933 at the post office at
Qred as second class matter June
of March 3, 1879.
aon, Kentucky, under the act

1
A
tr,

on farms January 1948. This is
a drop of 3,108,000 since the last
I census in 1940. Bulk of the deI cline. says Census Bureau, occurred in the age groups under
25. This column has repeatedly
stressed the reasons for the longterm migration. This new report is merely one more compelling argument for betterment of
rural living standards, and attainment of a more attractive
farm life.

his eyes.
Other than the
The Democrats haven't been so smart.
of Labor,
appointment of Frances Perkins, former Secretary
on the
lady
new
the
'Di the Civil Service Commission and
no
been
have
there
Commission
'Federal Communications
the personal
at
even
consequence
any
of
appointments
other
of the
insistence of Mrs. LaFell Dickinson, past president
Hickey
Margaret
Clubs,
Women's
Ceneral Federation of
Business and
past president of the National Federation of
other disting-Professional Women's Clubs and a score of
uished ladies in and out of public life.
the
Recently integration of women into every phase of
preparedness program was advocated in a letter sent to
of
President Truman by the American Association
•

•

...,

•

University Women.
of
The President was asked to appoint a Commission
partpolitical
major
outstanding men and women of both
ies "to survey and recommend measures designed to integrate women into every phase of the preparedness pro„grarn — military, industrial, scientifie,__and civilian de-,
tease — in order that the Nation may benefit from .their
knowledge, experience and special skills, to the end that
the responsibilities and privileges of citizenship may be
hared by women as well as men.”
Judge Lucy Somerville Howorth, chairman of the
AAUW national Committee on Status of Women, pointed
eaut that, for the third time in a generation, the United
-States is faced with a threat of war.
"This Hine," said Judge Howorth,"Our country must be
prepared to bear the full brunt of a sudden paralyzing atttack. We can no longer count on time or deiiend cm an
to hold an enemy at bay while we rearm and train our
a:itizens. It is of the utmost importance to avoid fhe delays and oversights of earlier mobilizations.
"Preparation for such a struggle demands that all —
nut part — of the Nation's resources be mobilized. Women
have demonstrated in previous wars, both overseas and
vaithin the continental limits, that they can perform essential military tasks in a military manner. Their record in World War II is outstanding. More than 300,000 served
in uniform. They likewise proved invaluable in civilian
war plants and in essential voluntary "war jobs, including
civilian defense.
"In spite of this overwhelming demonstration of abili'ty,," continued Judge Howorth, "no plans appear to be in
the making for training women for increased usefulness,
in fact for any usefulness in the program. From now
QM, any war will mean total war, and plans should be un-

tet-

*ler way now for the full utilization of women and men
ease of war."
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H°W young

He wok beer short Ho time at

earth i
A pulse-bar through the centuries s breads
Beams, die huh. bout of His birth
And dist Strange darkened hour of His death.
Yet tad those years not gone theu stmfr sure .sy.
Had Mar ugnifiance been toe to men,
There would be darkness to the land today.
No faith srould Ish. ae bean could hope again

"

-sr k

a

Tank God, dunk God for chose years precious
leorei
Thank God for sparing Hkro you, to me,.
'Out of the glory that teas Mars before
and the glory yet to bo
'llae world etas
The lukened years fot Him. chat Enough. ligbe,
The weary years for Him,that pee us reft.
The chonorout years that ate might kno. the whin
High silences of peace tabus the breidl
Pot Many-three brief Teen that His feet trod
Tbe earthly roads la se, two thank Thee,God.

rad
IN
TOWN A FARIAANGLIS

pews Nevies

VANILLA, PLEZ!
STATE CAMP GETS
SODA FOUNTAIN

backed this measure, and asked
Far Platform
Washington. like your own farmer control in addition to
Future Farmers who altend
horne town, is eagerly looking ownership.
forward to the election. Farm
These measures furnish a goal the State Camp at Hardinsburp
sbservers here are speculating as for the future and a concrete pro- this year will be surprised with
to what sort of agricultural pro- gram for action during the next additions to the equipment.
The J. J. Newberry Company
gram will be developed during session.
presented the camp with a fifty
the next four years. Farmers al- Box Score
ready have the guarantee of a
Here is the final box score of foot soda fountain, valued at
This
permanent priee program—in- the 80th Congress: as of June 23, several thousand dollars.
cluding flexible supports and a total of 740 bills and resolu- will enable the camp to serve ice
and
cream
soft
drinks which it
modernized parity—and a last- tions had been passed and signed
ing CCC. They will also have by the President. It is expected has not been able to do in the
past.
campaign promises of both part- that the number will be beyond
The camp located on a 100
ies. Whether or not there pledges 800. President is permitted 10
work out, here is AFBF's plat days to sign bills into law after acre tract at Hardinsburg. Kenform for a sound and prosperous they,are sent to the White House. tucky- is opened yearly for eu•
agriculture.
Sixty-two bills were flown to ture Farmer members all over
A comprehentive conservation Philadelphia June 22 for the Kentucky. The tract is heavily
program should be adopted. Ad- signatures of Senate President wooded and has a large lake for
ministration of farrn programs pro tem Vandenberg, (R., Mich.) fishing and swimming. It was
should be coordinated without and House Speaker Martin, (R. formerly a C C. C. camp and
centralized control. Educational, Mass.) before going to the Presi- was purchased by the Kentucky
Association of the Future Farmdemonstrational and technical dent's desk.
of Atnerica about twelve
Congress also passed 389 pri- ers
seresces should be assigned to
years ago. Since that time, many
Extension; research to experi- vate bills and resolutions which thousands of farm boys have enment stations. Existing legisla- had received Presidential signa- joyed many weeks of recreation
tion, including new price pro- ture as of June 23. President ve- and education there.
gram, should be strengthened toed 61 measures-32 in 1947 and
Six vetoes were overand kept up to date. Marketing a- 29 ir; 1948.
In previous Congress, 733
greements should be expanded ridden.
law bills and resolutimis
where necessary to help avert public
Mr. and Mrs. G-eorge Merrick
measures were
price-depressing surpluses. Ex- and 892 private
of 11.832 bilis and of Nashville, Term., were weieltA
perimental crop insurance pro=. passed. toial.
resolutions were introduced in end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
grains should be continued. Farm the 80th Congress--about 300 Beadles at their home on Third
credit should be cooperative. more than in the 79th. This fist- street.
controlled. ful of statistics was compiled by
farmer-owned and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra
Farm Co-ops should be maintain- Congressional Quarterly service.
ex- Farm to City
education
and sons, Billy and Michael. and
and
ed; research
Miss
Lola Homra spent Sunday
panded. Section 32 funds ahoull
The other day, a report came
be retained for original purposes. into this office which should be and Monday with her brother.
Our domestic economy' nee& read by everyone ,concerned with Shawie Noffel and family In
sound policies which lead to high the future of agriculture. Issued Portagesville, Mo.
production, employment and in- by the Census Bureau, at first
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pickering cf
come. Our youth needs improved glance, it looks like a dry charteducation. Internationally, Amer- ful of statistics. But glance at it Memphis and Rev. and Mrs. W.G.
ica must lead the way to peace more carefully, and you'll dis- Eldred of Laurenceburg, Ky..
through ERP, United Nations. 1-1- cover its urgent message: Lai were weekend guests of Mrs.
preernents to reduce trade bar- per cent of ouLLural populatem R. E. Pickering and other relriers, ancl similar devices.
—mainly young folks — have atives.
Work Ahead
moved to cities during the last
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burrow
This over-all blueprint indi- eight Years. bespite demobilizacates that farmers have a. man- tion and high nostwarural birth spent Spn,thy at the Like.
sized job ahead. Although agri- rate, there were only 27,439,000
culture won a major victory in
the recent Congress, much 1.3,
mains to be done. One import
ant matter on which Congress
failed to legislate adequately,
coordinatoin of conservation programs. Titles I and II of the Aik- ''Performance Proved"
en Bill are expected to be reWATER SOFTENERS
introduced in next session.
WATER SYSTEMS
International Wheat Agreement was allowed to remain-tinWELL DRILLING
ratifiei Federal aid to education.
REPAIRING
WELL
strongly supported by AFBF
was scuttled in the last:minute
adjournment rush. The cooperative bank bill, making it possible
Fulton Hlway
for co-ops to acquire ownership 1/99-R
Union City, Term.
of banks, was dropped. AFBF

We Give Your Radio
TONE

Dawson Springs
Bath House
Mineral Water Baths for Malaria, Rheumatism, Neuritis,
Arthritis.
• H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.

Dawson Springs, Ky.
Poplar and Munn Sts.
Routes 62, 109
Phone 3041 for reservations

Fairbanks-Morse

H. E. GRIGGS

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Cornmander-in-chief or the canvas of a knock-out blow.

Carr and Third Streets

rn.:

this

A CITY ELECTRIC radio
"tone-up" does wonders for
worn-out sets. We'll give your
rudIO-a—romptete overhaul . .
replace damaged parts and
make necessary repairs.
PHONE 401
Honest Diagnosis

CITY
ElectricCo.
205 Commercial Ave.
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WHY BABIES NEED MILK
be
All babies are born calcium poor because bones must
S.
soft and flexible to survive birth, nutritionists of the U.
Department of Agriculture explain. The newborn baby has
of
not only a smaller amount but als? a smaller per•entage
calcium than the normal. fully developed body.
Once safely born, however, the body needs to cetch
rich in
rapidly' in calcium to develop normally. Mil!c
the
normally
grow
to
order
In
need.
calcium to supply this
child must increase the amount and percentage of calciur;
in his body at the same time that his body weight is increasing rapidly. So his need for calcium is greate: than his
need for other body-building materials.
people remain
many
UnfOrtunately,

calciutin--poolr

throughout life for lack of enough calcium in their food. A
child's growing body has greater need for calcium than
many parents realize, and calcium deficiencies in both
children and adults are much more common than many real because there is no good method of direstly detecting
them.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 8134 FOR DELIS'ERY
..arissiimfassisurs

ttl

REFRIGERATORS
ELECTRIC RANGES
WASHING MACHINES
ALL MAKES - t4ODELS - SIZfS
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

REGULAR PRICES --- REGULAR GUARANTEES

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Emhilmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
I.ady Assistant
Contract Funci•al Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

•
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o fuller, ncher understanding of today's eaal
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Personals

You'd better go to your clothes closet, Harry Truman,
.
adust 'off the petticoat and put the frills upon it .
'the ehange of wardrobe may wrap you in the cloak of

Guy !Tuley is working
Mfr. and Mrs. Russ Anderson
11110I r:hddren and their g CSt week in Sikeston, Mo.

1
YOUR
RADIO
OLD
I
SING
LINE NEW \

.
worles daily pswspops•—,
THE WASHINGTON HMS

A0100,10VitAL

Mrs
0. Anderson left Tuea- Mrs. Helen Chandanais.
Mrs.
rtav for St. Louis. Mo.. where she Bob Binford and children visited
will he the guest of her sister, the Scout Camp Packentuck in
I Illinois Sunday.
Jars. A. Hosam.
Chandanais haa 4 Mrs._liargi_Plott has:. returixad
,
1:1-e-r home in DuquirTn.
returned to her home in•Topeka.
after a weeks visit to Mrs. er a visit to her father, T. M.
Exum and:other relatives.
IRriers Anderson and family,

tun

WE MAKE

Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel and
Mrs. Jack Naifeh and little son,
John Michael, are spending this
week with Mr. and Mrs. Shawie
Noffel and family in Portagesvine, Mo.

Eighteen persons from Fulton
County are among the 3,730 students attending the University
of Kentucky- this summer. Short
^
•
course students who will enroll
later are expected to swell the.
rollment..._ta_more_ than 4-400,the largest number ever to attend the University in one summer tetm.
All of Kentucky's 120 counr, ties, 34 other states, the District
ot Coluinbia, one U. S. possession. and 12 foreign countri,:.s are
the enrollment.
L' • represented in
Local students enrolled include
the following:
From Fulton: Jerry Cavender,
Bert Davis, James Green, Jennings Kearby, George Lancaster.
William McAlister, Charles Mullins, William Mullins, Harvey
Prewitt, James Powers, James
Steele. Billy Valektjne.
From Hickman: Anvel Hurt,
Elsie Hurt, Thomas Prather.
From Crutchfield: Robert Nugent, Ronald Nugent, Frances
Waggener.

• iTI

gram,

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Keiser and
children have returned from a
vacation trip to Leavensworth.
Kan., where they were the guests
of Mr. Keiser's father and sister.

a

Harry!
'Put On 7'he Old Gray Bustle,
Eisenhower has reached the
Now that General Dwight
Sherman in making fiTecumseh
rank of General William
the words
nominations,
presidential
nal statements about
that
saying
in
be prophetic
of the GOP's Clare Luce niay
Demothe
unless
..
,
unless
Truman is a "gone goose" . , .
flies right and uses a camtcratic party straightens up and
the Garden of Eden.
paign strategy that dates back to
It's the gals, brother, the gals!
There's Helen of Troy,
Let's take a look at history.
Anthonyuefetia Mott;
B.
Susan
Cleopatra,
-Juan of Arc,
Chapman Catt, Lucy Stone,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Carrie
queens, vixens, spies and
of
.Abby Kelly Foster, dozens
and swished through
flittered
have
clinging vines that
place in the pages of the
history to make a very definite
and bad.
reading
books that have made good
who firmly beTruman,
Harry
to
With due deference
in the home, he should
lieves that the woman's place is
on the little lady who
start today and take a new reading
and delivers a
wealth
Nation's
the
spends 80 percent of
candidate than
favorite
her
to
votes
more
half
million and a
pants in the
the
v,•ears
her side kick who just THINKS he
.Parnily.
movement,
This is no conversation from the suffragette
taken the cue and
because the Republicans have already
vote. Dewey has
-are beating the drums for the woman's
be a woman in
definitely
will
there
that
already announced
coyly. He believes that
says
he
two,
maybe
cabinet,
the
in all minor
women should be given equal consideration
in the equal
beleives
firmly
He
posts.
.and major Government
to enact into law
tried
have
women
that
amendment
rights
Dewey, who looks
tor many a year now. Old straight-laced
got a wink from
he
if
moon
like he would take a trip to the
gals propose a
the
letting
isn't
certainly
a fair damsel
come-on look in
'thing to him, he's down on his knee with a

Mr. Frank Beadles has returnMr. and Mrs. J. H. Flake, and
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullom and
with friends in
son. Kenny, of Jackson, Tenn.,
lle,a Tleinsnit.
r11.7ini
Ndash
spent the weekend with the latH e
ters mother, Mrs. Pearl Weavei

CASH or TERMS at

ROPER ELECTRIC
324 Walnut St.

Phone 907

1
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?s has returnith friends in

Mrs. Sam Williams has re- she W aS called
turned from Madisonville where of her father.

..e to the illness!

'our Radio
NE

TRIC radio
wonders for
ell give your
overhaul . .
I parts and
repairs.

ry
'cc°.

TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspcuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502 Olive Street Fulton, Ky.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON ALL APPLIANCES

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

SWIM

i

GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

nisi Ave.

HEARTS AND FLOWERS
(Continued from page three}
Dear Miss Latane;
I wrote you once before and .•
seems you know yourbusiniant again. Should
S 0 here
get aroom in town and if so Nk
I be able to get someone suitat,,,
to keep my child while I work.
When will I do this Would I
be able to manage okay on the
money we'd have? Will my children spend the summer away
frcan me? When will I remarry?
Have I met him yet? Will I have
one more child? Would you advise me not to date anyone at tne
present Will I ever be haPOY?
If so when? Will I Joke a short 1
trip when and where? Will I
V.F. ,
enjoy myself?
Dear AT. F.
You have had a lot of trouble.1
Yes. get yoa a room in town and
Fulton
do this right away as you can
"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
never do the things you want tol
as long as you stay on ivith yo;l.
NixismignImas
people. Yes. you will find a suilable to keep the child and you
will manage okay. Yes. the chi).ciren will spend part of the sum'lar away from you but not all of
,t. If I were you I wouldn't date
,.nyone until after you and your
ex-husband got your business
settled. Yes you will be much
1-appier after yOU move than
bre now. You will meet a IR.!
FOR YOUR HEALTH
son whom you don't know at the
present and marry him in De,AND RELAXATION
cember 1951. If you have not
AT THE
been asked to take a short trip
you will be, but my advise is .
don't go: you think this man is I
your friend but sister, you're ail
wrong. He is on your husband's
side and your husband would dc I
most anything to you to get the
Midchildren and keep from paying
the
at
e
featur
a
be
will
l
A great new swimming festiva
3.
your alimony.
Oct.
to
26
Sept.
is
Memph
South Fair and Livestock Show in
Miss Latane;
water
the
in
be
to
girls
T
the
NORMAN STREET, ACROSS FROM ICE PLAN
This young beauty is typical of
I enjoy your column - very
is
Memph
in
e
featur
Fair
a
h
the
gfowt
d
I
have
Shoul
pageant and musical which will be
Mgr.
much.
MRS. L. C. LOGAN.
shows'on the midway and
FULTON, KY.
this fall There will be about 20 new
removed from my breast now?
Todd of Fort Smith, Ark, wa
Homer
1-5 P. M.; 7-9 P. M.
ing?
M.;
rides.
A.
t
to
anyth
:30
amoun
it
cular
will
S:
-9-11
Or
spicfa
HOUR
some
rodeo again this year.
Will we ever own our own
stag* t6 world championship
Children Zee
4trc;
15)
s--(over
Adult
a
home and where. I have
neighbor I think very much of.
Could you tell me if she will ever get well. Would you advise
her to get up and go around/
J. F.
Dear J. F.
uing
contin
are
Take the advice of your doctor
tomer', all companies and moderne
By IRA MILLER
No you will
their efforts to improvother
facilities. about the growth.
Farm Electrification Bureau
ize existing lines and
own a home. Don't worry
never
new
of
use
the
to New methods and
increased consider- about your friend she will get
aernember the farm v..hich used
y to have machinery haveal range of rural tele- lots better. I think she would
be too far out in the countryesterd
practic
the
ably
ay.
help herself improve much quicka telephone? That was
another phone lines.
made to- er if she would force herself In
Today it probably ls just soon will
Latest scientific advances
r
line--o
a
to
party
service
the
number on
ward bringing telephone resicfPnts in- get up and go around. Start visitgreater number of farm line carrier, ing around some. She' Would
clude use of the pov.'er and radio- soon feel
better.
telephone line carrier
is
telephone. The power line carrier
s
familie
of particular benefit to those
but remote
living near power lines. lines.
Such
from regular telephone
Cagle Plumbing Shop
one
conditions used to add up to just
so
not
It's
nes.
telepho
conclusion: no
one contoday, however. For teleph
tted
DEEP WELL PUMPS
versations now can be transmi
the new
to
thanks
lines,
over power
one
power line carrier. The teleph
the power
line carrier is similar to it
operates
AND PIPES
line carrier, except that
Its use
over existing telephone lines.
of
r
numbe
the
in
e
permils an increas
telephone conversations v.•hich orditele- •
206 Church St.
narily can be transmitted over
phone wires.
Phone 399
The radio-telephone is science's anfar
swer to rural residents living
lines.
one
teleph
and
power
from both
sendShort wave radio is used, with in the •
ing and receiving sets located
howhome of each subscriber. Calls,
r
ever. are made in the old familia
h a
throug
d
handle
are
way and they
... central office just as if an old "side
Condensed Statement of Condition
WHAT'S YOUR GUESS? Wrong
used. And, by
at a
it's an antenna installat'thingt, • winder" phone were
is on
the way, the crank type phonephones
ranch house for, of all
its way out. Yes, rural dial
radio telephone for rural use.
.
the picture
spread are entering
,
be. For telephone service has
With telephone and electric service
that
difficult to tell a farm
so rapidly in the last two years
be
will
soon
it
farm
s
nation'
Fulton, Kentucky
t,
the
of
Difficul
42%
a record
home from a city home. the winhomes now have telephones.
is, until you look out
that
one
teleph
rural
spaces,,tt's
Construction of
fastest .dow. If you see wide open
enjoying—in
lints still is proceeding at the
to bring- country living you're
.
iences
conven
rafe in history. In addition rural
urban
of
cus- the midst
At Close of Business, 30 June, 1918
ing service to many new
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Horton spent
Mt-. and Mrs. Charles Greg- the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Betand
Billy
en,
childr
RESOURCES
and
ory
Bernie Horton and family in
ty, Printice Ford, Mr. and Mrs. I Evansville, Ind.
Clyde Hill, Jr.. and little son,
$ 371,643.94
Freddy, Mr. and Mrs. Don Hill
Cash, and balances with other banks
Mr. and Mrs. John Boaz of
522,242.65
and daughter. Mary Ann, Ftombie
their
Securities
Memphis have returned to
United States Government Bonds and
Sawyer and Thomas Sublett
her mother,
to
visit
a
after
10,170.78
home
Trace.
spent Sunday at Natchez
State, County and Municipal Bonds
Mrs. E. G. Maddox on Cedar
346,624.S•
street.
Overdrafts)
LOANS AND DISCOUNTS (No
13,954100
Banking Premises Owned
7,135_54
Office Machines, Furniture and Fixtures

Beauty at Mid-South Fair
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WE MAKE
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SING
LIKE NEW
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CHILL CHESTS
MODEL, looks just
conventional refrigerator.
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of the U. S.

Six cu. ft. capacity.
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$275.00
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GIBSON
HOME FREEZERS

GIBSON
F.1-EC RANGES
Leen- neat double eiement
oven; clock automatic consurface
tro!. fl u ore-4-p n t
light.

5 YEAR WARRAN'TY ing
IN I t...KIOK LIGHT. operat
signal lights: can tre locked; four
cu. ft. capacity.
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Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B A R-B-Q

108 East Fourth Street

FULTON

t.t ARANTEED 5 I E ARS

$113.50

Co.

SWIMMING POOL

BANK

CITY ELECTRIC co.
g and
Appliances -- Wiring -- Radio Repairin
Sport Goods
Phone 41:11
205 Corrunercial

I

1

TOTAL RESOURCES

$1,271.767.71

LIABILITIES
.8

CAPITAL

10,000.00

SURPLUS

Better. Quicker Shoe
Repairs With Wright
Bros. Modern Equip-

ment.

Liatr
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IIIATIONAL

CORP., NEW YORIL
DIFTILLERS PRODUCTS

1
'
t 00

I

RAL SPIRITS
la PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUT

WRIGHT BROS specialize in
better, faster, shoe repair
service. No long delays. Our
modern equipment and expert
shoe cobblers have your shoes
repaired and ready for you
much sooner than you expect. Give WRIGHT BROS.
a trial!

WRIGHT BROS.
Shoe Repair Service
210 Commercial Ave.
Fulton

• f.
50,000.00

11,397.89

UNDIVIDED PROFITS

1,200,298.10

DEPOSITS

71.72

Other Liabilities
rOTAL LLAIMLITIES

$1,271,767.71

to extend to each of you, our
The Officers, and Directors of this Institution vish
making this June 3trth 4stement a
customers, our deepest personal thanks for
ment could oever have been a reality.
possibility. Without your patronage this state
maximum in Ranking services, in
the
you
to
render
to
We shall strive conatarttly
will.
good
return for your patronage and
Corporation.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
each depositor.
for
nce
insura
mum
maxi
O
POLI

"flake This Bank YOUR Bank"
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ei. put together.
._ It's hard to keep up with the
tempo of play in the VFW with the temperature. Pitching lineup cause it undeiloes' soin6
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is a 27-hole medal
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See Our Norge Display at Cayce, July 17

C. C.

At the R. E

APPLIANCE SHOW

BANISH OLD-FASHIONED
DEFROSTING WITH THE NEW

At Cayce, Saturday July 17

Norge Self-D-Froster

much

If vou %sant to find out ho

EASIER viashday can be. you should
n this modern Controla-Speed Washer. Only BARTON offers these ex-

Try

clusive features:
THREE SPEED WASHING

ric: fast, medium or

and taste why

Si014.

THREE SPEED WRINGING
No

more

worries

about

it is known as

wringing

heavy or bulky material . . set the

IMER/filik
0/0/CES7
&SHER

;peed vihere you viant it.

exclusive ... it's the new
It's new ... it's modern ... it's erator that DEFROSTS
refrig
er—the
-Frost
Self-D
Norge
of manual defrosting.
ITSELF! No more fuss and muss exposure of food to
no
.
.
.
cubes
ice
of
g
meltin
No
outside air.

The Self•D•Froster,
mounted on the refrig•
erator door. turns off
the mechanism at
midnight.

Defrost wa eriscar6ed
into the easy-to-emote
Handefroster con•
tainer.

Meat does not have to
be removed front the
Cohipack during de•
frosting. Frozen foods
remain frozen.

WATER DEFLEC'TOR TUB
sends 1800 extra water currents Per
minute surging through the clothes
. . Faster washing with less wear on

PLUS THESE ADVANTAGES

:he clothes!

*33'3% more refrigerated storage space
without stooping.

*Tall-bottle Storage
Shelf holds full case of
12-ounce bottles and
four tall bottles.

*Safety-sealed Giant
Side Freezer holds
average of 37 pounds
of frozen foods.

*Double-width Hydrovoir stores full-length
stalks of celery without bending.

* Sliding Coldpack holds
up to 12 pounds of
.meat.

* Spacious Tiltabin holds
wealth of staole groceries.

DOUBLE DUTY AGITATOR
A removable bowl fits over the agita
gently washes small, dainty
.or
pieces while heavier clothe.; are be
ng washed in the large tub.

MODEL NO-848

$112.95

$299.95

This roomy refrigerator,
Packed said: convenience
features, sells for °Ws

YOUR BARTON DEALER IN FULTON ;

Mc DADE FURNITURE COMPANY
212 CHURCH ST. FULTON PHONE 905

NoRGE

BEFORE YOU

.
•
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—

—

I
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BUY

212

Church Street

Brewed the True
Pilsner Way from
Grains and Costly
Beer Grains Alone
ALL-GRAIN

Premium Quality Pilsner

Phone 905
1,-11

ATTEM7177711
zip2VEZItiitriTAMTAMMVASTIT

augnmsgmrismtna

Sterling gives you the cc/1$
Pilsner flavor because it's
brewed the way true Pilsnea
should be brewed — from
grains and costly beet
grains alone. That's whi
so many folks who really
know beer prefer Sterling.
Try it today and
taste why only
this ONE beer is
known as America's Choicest
Pilsner.

Sited/op

Mc DADE Furniture Co.

FE

beei

this

Select the proper speed for every fab-

Sterling Brewers. Inc.
4vonivilhas

Friday, July 9, 1948
July 9, 1948

LEAGUE STANDINGS
W L Pct.
41 20 .672
40 24 625
agar°
33 27 .565
swine
36 23 .500
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27 36 .423
26 36 .419
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24 37 .393
19 43 .297
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CONGRESS EXTENDS
PRICE SUPPORT
ON FARM CROPS
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fULTON 1.111T111CalJANITUg ELL
Come Around and See Our Booth at the
HICKMAN - Fulton Counties R. E. C. C.
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asonssillo,

Record Racks, Extra Albums,'Needles, Metal Storage Cabbie%
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold HO records). LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M. Over WNGO for the latest

KITCHEN CABINETS

records.

SINKS AND BASES

-TAi3LE
WATER HEATERS

Sdb

Sonparaalladi

TOP OR

UPRIGHT TANK TYPE

KELVINATOR

"
CLEAR-AS-BELL" TONE
REFRIGERATORS
TABLE MODELS -- CONSOLES

ELECTRIC RANGES

COMBINATIONS -- PORTABLES

KELVINATOR FREEZERS
ELECTRIC IRONS --- COFFEE BREWERS
HOT PLATES --- WE'LL HAVE A COMPLETE
APPLIANCE EXHIBIT FOR- YOU!

4%
90t4iT SHOUT/

ITro BEAT WARM WEATHER!

1
A 4-4,,,
1
( ", 4010/

-.)re

World'
s Smaiiest Hearing

6

Clear Sound

• Here's new hearing clarify -with far
wore sound intensity than before! And
wholly new bearing comfort--million•
ean now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow sounds.
%hone seta new standard of lifelike
bearing.
Get frt.. booklet of sousing postwar facts on dedneea. Plain wraptier - no obligation. Cons• i a,
rhos.. or mall coupon.

FREE

ffeltone

•Stros•
,Stiereateed by
Grad Neeetrkenateg
„ea.

Round All-Porcelain Tub

(Porcelain Outside)

1

Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
I
now vend lee oltboot ottet et OWL/Alen I
the near rites Booklet et !seta &best
anti Boo to Overcome IL

nrarmuis

. Aldrest

litate".•••••••••

TANK-TYPE
CLEANERS

APEX IRONERS

Automatically controlled .
safety pilot light

BOX 7Z7, PADUCAH, KY.
hervicc

ELECTRIC FANS FOR EVERY PURSE & PURPOSE

With water pump, wringer pres- Here's a highly-effecient electAPEX
sure selector. spiral dasher, drain
wringer. ric ironer that does shirt collars, These powerful, convenient maLovell
:ontrol and
TF,RMS,
chines come complete with the
Guaranteed one year
In fact everything, beautifully!
following 12 attachments: conIF DESIRED.. . .

Round Aluminum Tub

O. A. RO'LAND

IL
L
=ta.

ZENITH AND APEX
WASHERS

s$129.95 to $149.95

POlItAt011 ONI-UNIT
MIAIIIINO AID

Beitooe fle.a.ring

MANNING-BOWMAN
BROILER
Regularly $14.95
RED HOT SPECIAL:

$6.45
$7.55

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

Mrs. Phoebe Kelly of Union
City and IVOss Evelyn Kelly and
Beverly .and jo Carter cf Nash
vine, Tenn.. were Sunday guest,
of Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joync: in
Kehlands.
- --

Times More

SUPER-STAR DO-ALL
MASTER GRILL
Regularly $12.95
RED HOT SPECIAL:

As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
6. Toolie, Oolie Doolie
1. You can't be true
(The Yodel Polka)
Dear.
2. Woody Woodpecker 7. Now is the Hour
B. The Dickey Bird
3. Nature Boy
Song.
4. My Happiness
9. Baby Face
5. Little White Lies
10 Love Somebody

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamilton
and son, Joe, of Memphis and
Misses Helen and Ola Maddox of
Nashville, Tenn., were weekend
I.,-uests of the:: mother. Mrs. EG.
Maddox en Cedar street.

Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to

_

BROILERS AT HALF - PRICE

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE

,PERSONA1S

beei
his \-/J-J-J
and taste why
it is known as

SPECIA.L:

APPLIANCE SHOW

tends to June 30, 1940, price supports on other basic cropswheat, corn, cotton, rice and peanuts-at 90 per..:ent of parity.
This represents a reduction in
' cotton price supports. which under present law are set at 92
1.2 per cent of parity. After June
30. 1950. these basic crops will
be supported at fluctuating levels between 60 and 90 percent
of parity, depending on the supThrough June 30, 1950. Irish
pctatoes harvested before January 1. 1949, milk and milk products, hogs, chickens, and eggs
will be supported at the present
level of 90 percent of parity. Af•
ter June 30, 1950, supports on
these crops and products Anil
vary between 60 and 90 pc.r.ent
cf parity.
Other crops for which pric:
supports were provided in the
Steagall amendment to the Stabilization Act of 1942 will be supported betv:een December 31,
1948 and December 31, 1949, at
levels between 60 percent of parity and the price supports in effect this year. Vi'ool price supports are continued at the present level to June 30, 1950.
The bill provides for proclamation of tobacco marketing quotas
on present quota tobaccos without regi.rd to sapplies. and also
provides for determination of
. price supports for dark tobaccos
as in the present law.
New Provisions in the bill for
determining parity become effective January 1. 1950.
The bill extends Federal control of the Av.:cultural Conservation Pmgrarn to January 1,
1951.
•
Another,•bill, also passed by
Congress on June 20. provides a
Federal charter for the Commodity Credit Corporation. the
agency which provides funds for
the Government's price support
operatic ns.

y

RED-HOT

319-323 WALNUT ST ••• Shste.SeXcle.iie C
AVA' ••• FULTON,KY •••

Legislation passed by Congress
on June 20 extends price supports
on farm crops and commodities
to farmers cooperating in Federal farm program, M. D. Royse,
State Chairman of the Production and Marketing Administration, said here today.
Under this legislation, price
supports for tobaccos subject to
quota will continue indefinite,y
at 90 percent of parity.
Tobacco price supports at
percent of parity are effective
under present law-throughout
the 1948-49 marketing season. The
temporary extension in the bill
of June 20 continues these sup•
ports at 90 percent of parity to
June 30, 1950, and a special a
mendment to the long•range provisions of the bill extends tobacco price supports rit 90 percent,
of parity for an indefinite time. '
did0

2

With wringer

pressure selector,

.

floating

tension wands, crevice nozzle, an
filter case, air filter, carpet and

roll . . . 2 utility shelves . . .

rug *nozzle suction floor brush,

knee control . . . speed control

spiral dasher, drain control and
than
Lovell wringer. Also guaranteed

round dusting brush, upholstery
it useS little more electricity nozzle, gas generator and spray
a

hand

$159.95

Only $5 Dcrwn
$1.25 Weekly

$5.95

10-inch POLAR CUB; I speed, oscillating

$12.95

I2-inch POLAR CUB; I speed, oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

$17.50

10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; I speed, oscillating

$17.95.

10-inch SAMSON RUI3BER BLADED Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating__.....$21.95,
12-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds, oscillating

$21.93

12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

533.51

16-inch ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$45.01
16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS..... $42.5a
12-inch EMERSON; 2 speeds, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS
$29.50
10-inch EMERSON; I speed, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$24.73

PALM-BRE:917r FLOOR FANS;, 1 speed, lots of air

$49.95

MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable speed fan; 18-inch blades chrome
tubular stand

iron! Gleaming gu.n.

rine year. TERMS IF DESIRED. white enamel finish!
$137.95

. . venient hose and nozzle, 2 ex-

8-inch DOMINION, 1 speed, non-oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

$59.95

16-incti WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroom or sitting- room (motor, blades and
circulax frame only)

froseewstamseee•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$29.95

Aro
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...Delight of Thrifty Women!

Westinghouse cOMMODORE

July 16th through Julif 26th.
after `attending

be back on Jilly

1

a veterinarian's convention.
DR. H. W. CONNAUGHTON
Veterinarian

,4 Case of Coca-Cola
Promises Hospitality

ELECTRIC RANGE

007/Nalff

LOUISIANA

Huddleston & Co.
24-Bottle Case
Sr° psis sissosit-at yaw bac

1Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
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S1ERRE MADRE
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Ask for st tither may ... born
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PHONE U
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FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.. UNC.
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113411.
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ORPHEUM
Cartoon and Serial
SUNDAY-Fill/1%AT
ROY lOcaBliS

GAY RANCHERO
Morels of Time
Asided-siCartoon
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
KENT TAYLOR
PEGGY KNUDSEN
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MIDNIGHT
• phis
RODDY McDOWALL
NITA HUNTER
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NOW SHOWING!,

FOOLS GOLD

FOR SALE1

ng
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113 Second Street
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m
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until July 20.
s
Sealed bid will be accepted t bidder, but
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Property will be sold to
ct all bids.
1 seller reserves right to reje
sold separately or
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Hot water furnace
with the house.
by purchaser
Building must be moved off lot
within b0 daysFor further information, contactDulev.
G. H.
E. E. Mount, Dr. L. V. Brady,
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or the past
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
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3 brand new Bendix washers...
one for every purse!
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Come and see:
•The only washer in chit, world that can even

put in its own soap!

n't need
Bendix Gyromatic model . .. that does
• The
to be fastened down!
-ever washing results!
• Improved "Tumble-Action"-for ix-st
s out more water,
• New super-speed damp drying spin take
makes clean clothes easier to handle.
matic washer soap:
• See the world's most completely auto
es all by stself!
cloth
y
the
p-dr
dam
soa.k, wash, tnple rinse and
nevi

EL
NEW BENDIX GYROMATIC MOD
boy.
Bat none, it's the finest washer money can
Specially balanced so it needn't be fastened dam

$299-'s

a Bendix nOw On Our
• You can save up to $1.20 by buying

easy paymeat plan!
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Gr000maric soap inkictae atrial

SHEEP SALE

A.

e will be held at
The Third Annual West Kentucky Sheep S'al
isonville, Ky., on
BROOKS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR, Mad
WEDNESDAY JULY 28th.
thdown Rams
A number of Registered Hampshire and Sou
ned to this Sale,
from SONIC of the best flocks have been consig
eding Ewes.
and we will also selt a number of good bre
Be sure to attend this Sale.
COL GEORGE M. KURTZ,
Auctioneer
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NEM 110.40fX Of LOX E MOM
tOrk,...m..- soap inj.-ior exhal

Prices include iorsosal iosttelleeies

BASIL M. BROOKS.
Manajer
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